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Humanities Series Presents Fine Arts Week
Le Cercle Francais to Classical Society Padraic Colum, Glee Club, German
Hears Scholars And Japanese Prints Featured
Present Comedies
Le Cercle Francais of Boston College will present two modern
comedies "La Paix Chez Soi" by Georges Courteline and "La Poudre
aux Yeux" by Eugene Labiche, Friday, April 17, 1959 at 8 P.M. in
Campion Hall. The plays are being directed by Dr. Benedetto Fabrizi,
moderator of Le Cercle.
La Paix Chez Soi is a domestic one-act comedy featuring two characters, Valentine and Trielle, a couple with monetary disagreements.
The plot involves the familiar conservative husband and his financially
demanding wife. In this case, however, Valentine is upset over her
continually dwindling household allowance, down from 800 francs to

"Le crayon dc ma tante est sur la table."
Left to right: Rogette Abizaid, Paul Hudon, Paul Madore, and

Rosemary Pashby.

150. Trielle's niggardly habits motivate her to threats of physical
violence, but a rapprochement is effected when Trielle learns why
Valentine wants at least 150 francs.
The second presentation, La Poudre Aux Yeux, is a two act melee
expressing the tribulations of two neighborhood families, each attempting a matrimonial coup to elevate their social status. Both the
Ratinois family and the Malingiar family strive to marry off their
respective offspring into more socially attractive households. The offsprings, Frederic Ratinois and Emmeline Malingiar, manage to complicate matters and defy their parents with a rather ill-fated courtship. Hoping to impress each other, both families assume extravagant
financial liabilities; the terms of the dowry and the setting up of the
future newlyweds reach ridiculous proportions until uncle George, a
prudent wood merchant, brings both families back to reality.
Sharing the bill in La Paix Chez Soi are John D. Niprosy as Trielle
and Geraldyne M. Amore as Valentine.
Featured in La Poudre Aux Yeux are Paul Hudon and Rogette C.
Abizaid as M. and Mine. Ratinois and John Flynn as their son Frederic.
The Malingiar family is played by Paul Madore as Dr. Malingiar,
Rosemary J. Pashby as his wife, and Edith Cockowski as Emmeline.
Jan Hermans is the peace-maker, uncle George.

58 Sophomore Nurses to
Participate in Capping
Traditional capping ceremonies
for 58 Boston College School of
Nursing students will be held Sunday at St. Ignatius Church, Chestnut Hill.
The principal speaker at the
rites will be Cardinal Cushing.
The exercises will include the
blessing of the caps of the 58 members of the Sophomore class who
have started their medical and
surgical nursing training in Greater Boston hospitals.
The new nurses will also light
the traditional candle marking
their entrance into the nursing
profession and will recite Cardinal
Cushing's moving "Prayer for
Nurses."
The Very Reverend Michael P.
Walsh, S.J., President, will close
the ceremonies with the Benediction of the most Blessed Sacra-

the largest collegiate Schools of
Nursing in the nation, its basic
and graduate nursing programs
have an enrollment of 1,000.
Girls who will receive caps are:
Phyllis Ann Champigny, Lois Marian Lane, Elena Antonetta Pelusi,
Ann Cecilia McGrath, Ann Elizabeth McHale, Catherine L. Molloy,
Mary Ann Frances Bowes, Jane
Louise Anderson, Eleanora Margaret Hayes, Loretta Marie Conde,
Patricia Ann Johnson, Maureen
Catherine Buchanan, Nancy M.
Magri, Maryann L. Johnston, Ellen
Ann Brennan, Claudette M. Goulet,
Madeline Anne Druzdis, Barbara
Power, Patricia Ann Bedard,
Elizabeth Mary Davitt, Henrietta
Semrad, Judith Ann Barden, Louise
E. Oomeau, Kathleen Marie Sullivan, Patricia Ann Harrigan, Sally
Jane Igo, Maureen A. O'Neill,
ment.
Christine M. Murphy, Janet Marie
The School of Nursing, was Gibbons, Mary Jane Hajjar, Lynda
founded in 1947 with the coopera- T. Boyle, Anne Harriet Dugan,
tion of Cardinal Cushing. Under Ann Marie Wasilauskas, Rosemary
construction on campus is the new Anna Welch, Margaret Julia Franbuilding which will house the co, Mary Frances Sullivan, Claire
School of Nursing. The new build- Louise Lawton, Ann Phyllis Caing will be opened in 1960. One of
Continued on Page 3)

More than 300 members of the
Climaxing the year-long activities of the Humanities
Classical Association of New England attended the 53rd annual Series with a spectacular tribute to the fine arts, a program
meeting of the organization last which will present a poet, a composer, a sculptor, exhibits of
weekend on the Boston College German and Japanese prints, and the performance of a mascampus. Rev. Leo P. McCauley, terpiece
of orchestral literature will open next Sunday.
S.J., Chairman of the Classics Department of Boston College, was
elected president of the organization for the coming year.
A highlight of the activities was
an actus in the works of ,the
Roman historian, Tacitus, by scholars of the College, Carney Gavin
and Daniel Geagan. They were interrogated by Latin scholars Prof.
Frank E. Brown of Vale University, and Prof. Lily Ross Taylor
of Bryn Mawr College. The actus
marked the high point in the outstanding academic careers of the
two seniors.
Miss Taylor, esteemed as one of
the nation's leading classical scholars in Roman studies was presented a Boston College plaque by
PADRAIC COLUM
PAUL CRESTON
Fr. McCauley in recognition of her
service in making Latin popular
Padraic Colum, Irish poet and and again from April 20 to 22,
with college students.
critic, will open Fine Arts Week from one to five, a collection of
program
The
also featured dis- with a lecture entitled "The Poetry modern German prints will be on
cussions in vocabulary and reading of the Irish Republic" on Sunday, display in the Seminar Room,
programs in preparatory schools. April 12, at 4 P.M. in Bapst Li- Lyons Hall.
brary.
This collection was presented to
On Tuesday, April 14, at 8:30 the American people by the people
P.M., in Roberts Center, Paul of the West German Republic three
Creston, composer and organist, years ago. It is now the property
will lecture on "My Creed as Com- of the National Gallery in Washposer." On the same program, the ington, and is loaned by the Smithcombined Glee Clubs of Boston sonian Institute.
College and Emmanuel College will
The Bapst Library will exhibit a
In keeping with its tradition of sing Faure's "Requiem," and offer selection of Japanese Color Prints
being a leader at Boston College, also the premiere performance of from the Morrissey Collection on
the Humanities magazine has gone Creston's "Lilium Regis." C. Alex- April 17 and 18. Prints on display
to great effort and expense to pro- ander Peloquin will conduct the include works from Hiroshige, the
duce what many believe will be its Glee Clubs and the festival or- most prominent of the artists of
chestra. Guest organist will be the Ukiyo-e school, and Hokusai,
finest issue. The whole theme of Berj
Zamkochian, organist for the the famous painter of the Fuji
this magazine is Fine Arts Week, Boston Symphony Orchestra. So- series of mountain
landscapes. Also
April 14 through 21.
loists will be Diane Dugas and displayed are Utamero, Eizan,
The magazine includes articles Lucien Olivier.
Utagawa, Eishi, Koryusai, Torii
on Paul Creston, Allison MacomA demonstration of portrait IV, Fusanobu, and Utagawa.
The collection is the gift of the
ber, Padraic Colum, C. Alexander sculpture will be given on ThursPeloquin, the Boston College Glee day, April 16, at 4 P.M. in Cam- late James W. Morrissey, Class of
Club, and the German Print Col- pion Auditorium, by Allison Ma- 1920, and is regarded as one of
comber. Mr. Macomber will model the finest private collections in exlection to be exhibited. The highin clay a portrait bust, selecting istence. The exhibit is displayed
light of this issue is a profusely his subject from the audience.
by special arrangement with the
illustrated twenty-three page secMeanwhile, from April 13 to 17,
(Continued on Page 3)
tion on the Morrissey Collection of
Japanese Prints, a part of which
the Humanities will exhibit on
April 17 and 18 through the cour-

Bigger Than

Boscovich

-

Conference Discussion to
Be Canada U.S. Relations

tesy of Bapst Library.
To help defray the greater expense of publishing this special isThe College of Business Adminsue, copies will sell for
but
students will be able to obtain istration in cooperation with the
them for 250. They will be sold at Boston Globe will present a Canathe Glee Club booth in Lyons foyer, dian American Business Conferthe Humanities Lecture Series of- ence at an all day seminar on
fice, the Humanities office, and at Tuesday, April 21, 1959. The conthe events of Fine Arts Week. ference will be presented in conThis magazine will be the only junction with the Canadian Govprogram to be distributed during ernment Trade Fair Week.

Fine Arts Week. It contains comWith the ambassadors from the
plete programs and catalogs for the United States and Canada as
all events.
luncheon speakers and business
leaders from both sides of the
border discussing trade and indusAttention Juniors:
trial problems that affect the
Tickets for the Pops Concert, United States and Canada, the
the only event in Junior Week meeting offers an unusually fine
that is NOT included in the opportunity for the business comTicket Booklet, can be obtained munity to have some of their quesfrom Committee members. tions answered.
These tickets must be purchased
The program will also include
by next Wednesday, April 15th.
following speeches:
the
Prices are $1, $1.50, and $2.
"United States Policy on CanaContact Peggy Kuhn, Pat Stankunas, Brenda Crowley, Sch. Ed.; dian-AmericanBusiness Relations,"
Gennaro Barbieri, CBA; Steve by United States Undersecretary
Whitkun and Roy Callela, A&S. of Commerce Frederick H. Mueller; "Problems of American In-

vestment in Canada," by H. G.
Norman, President of the Montreal
Stock Exchange, former Consul
General, New York City; "Canadian Trade Policy and the United
States," by his Excellency Arnold
D. P. Heeney, Q.C., LL.D., Ambassador of Canada to the United
States of America; "Range of
Problems in United States-Canadian Relations," by His Excellency
Richard E. Wigglesworth, United
States Ambassador to Canada;
"Effects of St. Lawrence Seaway
on New England," by the Honorable Lionel Chevrier, M.D., former
President of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, former Minister of
Transportation; "Canada and New
England-Commercial Opportunities," by Hugh 'Whalen, Professor
of Economics, University of New

Brunswick; and "Canada and New
England-Commercial Opportunities," by Ernest Henderson, Pres-

ident of the World Trade Center
in New England and Sheraton
Corporation.

2
Prof.
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Heads
English Conference
Farragher

Professor Bernard P. Farragher
of the Boston College English Department will again serve as chairman for the English meeting of
the New England Unit of the National Catholic Educational Association, to be conducted at Regis
College, Weston, on Saturday,
April 11, from 10:00 A.M. to 4:00
P.M.
Members of the Boston College
faculty who will take part in conference discussions are Professor
Richard Malany and Professor John
Mahoney. Professor Malany will
participate in a panel on"The Art
of T. S. Eliot" conducted by Mother Catherine E. Maguire, R.S.C.J.,
Chairman of the English Department of Newton College of the
(Heights Photo by Austin Brewin)
Sacred Heart. Professor Mahoney
are new pledges in Delta Sigma Pi
will take part in a panel on "New Posing with their symbolic bricks
developments in Freshman and business fraternity: (Left to right) Tom Hynes '61, John Ahearn '61,
Joe Walker '60, Richard Healy '61, and Jim Harmon '61.
Sophomore English."
Other participants will include
Professor Craig La Driere of Catholic University of America; Sister
Marie of the Trinity, S.N.D.; Emmanuel College; Sister Anne Cyril,
S.N.D., Emmanuel College; Professor Francis Sidlauskas, Boston
"Literally, a case of anarchy"
University;
Professors Edward Last week the student body of exists in the Greater Boston area,
Comisky, St. Anselm's College, and Boston College enjoyed its spring the Bellarmine Law and GovernReverend John E. Ryan, S.J., Fair- vacation. For President Michael P. ment academy was told last Tuesfield University, Fairfield, Connec- Walsh, S.J., however, there was day. The speaker was Rev. W. S.
ticut.
little respite. On Monday and Joyce, S.J., Dean of the College of
The English section of the Na- Tuesday, Fr. Rector attended the Business Administration, on the
tional Catholic Educational Asso- spring meeting of the Jesuit Edu- topic "Metropolitan Planning." Fr.
ciation includes all members of the cational Association at Fairfield, Joyce, long a leader in the battle
a sound approach to urban
English faculties of New England's
Conn. On Wednesday, Thursday, for
problems, declared that "mass livtwenty-nine Catholic colleges. Dur- and Friday
he attended the Na- ing together, has contributed to a
ing the past two years Professor
Farragher has served as chairman tional Catholic Educational Asso- new pattern in living caused mainof this section, and at the Regis ciation Conference at Atlantic ly by the characteristic expression
College meeting he will conduct a City. On Saturday he addressed the of modern living: the monster
business session which will choose annual conference of the Newman automobile." Father Joyce continhis successor.
Clubs of the South at the Univer- ued, "Taking it for granted that
sity of North Carolina. On the the conflict between the Western
powers and Communism will end
seventh day he rested.
because it has to, the problem of
the new patterns of living and
developing will remain with us."
The CBA dean related the history
of the development of the various
regional
planning bills presented
On April 13th, at 7:30 P.M.,
to the Massachusetts legislature.
Alpha Kappa Psi, a professional
Radio Eirean recently broadcast Leaders in the forefront for such
fraternity in business, is holding
a recording of the principal speak- bills are: Rep. Harrison Chadwick
This
Only"
night.
a "Freshman
unique occasion is being held at ers of the University Convocation of Winchester and Senate President John E. Powers. Prospects for
the Hampton Court Hotel and all held March 22 to confer an honor- passage
of a regional planning bill
incordially
ary
degree
upon
are
Doctor
of
Laws
C.B.A. freshmen
year are regarded as favorable
this
ExIreland,
His
vited to attend. Included in the the President of
and Fr. Joyce declared that a
program will be an address by cellency Scan T. O.'Kelly.
growing number of civic groups
William F. Connell, recipient of
Included in the recording were were approaching the subject with
who
Award,
the Father Sullivan
the welcoming speech in Gaelic by growing interest.
will speak on the role of a profes- Rev. John E. Murphy, S.J., the
sional fraternity in college.
main address by Richard Cardinal
A representative of the frater- Cushing, the presentation of the
nity will contact each freshman degree by Rev. Michael P. Walsh,
section to explain further the pur- S.J., and Pres. o.'Kelly's acceptance.
pose of this meeting.

Law & Gov. Acad.
Hears Fr. Joyce

Rector Attends
Ed. Meetings

Alpha Kappa Psi
Invites Freshmen Convocation on
Radio Eirean

VOTE TUESDAY
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Summer Session Plans
Additions to Curriculum
The Boston College Summer
School has announced the addition
of a number of new courses to this
season's curriculum. "Warm up"
courses for entering college freshmen, an Institute on the Sociology
of American Catholicism, and
Summer Enrichment Courses for
college students are among these
additions.
The purpose of the "warm up"
courses

is to acquaint incoming

freshmen with the nature and pace
of college study. Six no-credit
courses are available to high school
graduates, who are allowed two
choices from the following:
"Fathers and Sons in the Modern
Novel", Prof. Leo J. Hines, A.M.;
"Improvement of Speaking, Public
and Private", Prof. Mary Kinnane,
A.M.; "Laboratory in French,"
Prof. Walter G. Langlois, Ph.D.;
"Review of Mathematics," Prof.
Paul T. Banks, A.M.; and "Read?

ing Laboratory," Reading Labora-

Staff.
The Summer Institute on the Sociology of American Catholicism
will present prepared addresses by
recognized Catholic scholars on
topics such as "The Changing Partory

ish in the U.5.," The Changing
Roles of Priest and Laity," "The
Parochial School," and "Progress
and Tensions of Inter-religious Relations." Panel and group discussions will be an integral part of
the program. The Institute will be
open to all religious and lay persons interested in the problems and
opportunities of the Church in the
U.S.
The Summer Enrichment Courses
for college students are intended
to enrich rather than to accelerate
the education of industrious students. These courses carry three
credits each but normally will not
be accepted towards fulfillment of
degree requirements at Boston
College. The following choices are
offered to the applicant: "Forms
and Forces in the Modern Novel,"
Prof. Richard E. Malany, A.M.;
"Contemporary Philosophy," Prof.
Frederick J. Adelmann, S.J.; "An
Approach to the Orient: A Study
of Eastern Literature," Prof.
Walter G. Langlois, Ph.D.; "The
Improvement of Speaking, Public
and Private," Prof. Mary Kinnane,
A.M.; "Modern Art and Modern
Society," Prof. Ferdinand L. Rousseve, Ph.D.

Lecture Courses Psych Club Discusses
School Careers
Offered Adults Grad
Prospects for a career

in psychology will be discussed by a
panel of the members of the Psychology Dept. of Boston College on
Thursday, April 16, at 3 P.M. in
L 215. The meeting is sponsored by
the Psychology Club, with the emphasis on graduate school in psychology. Three general topics will
be discussed: necessary preparaand May.
tion for graduate school, work re"Art and the Christian Ideal", quired in graduate school, and cathe lecture series to be conducted reer opportunities in psychology.
by Dr. Ferdinand L. Rousseve, All interested students are invited
Professor of Fine Arts, will extend to attend.
from April 6th until May 11th. Yesterday the Club heard Rev.
These weekly Monday meetings John J. McCall, S.J. of the Psywill be held at Campion Hall at chology Dept. of B.C. speak on
8 P.M. Illustrated lectures and dis- "Play Therapy." Fr. McCall graphcussions will serve as the basis of ically described this clinical method
these meetings. Among the topics which is widely used with children.
to be touched upon by this series After the lecture the club memwill be "Act and Christian Socie- bers questioned Father on his exty," "Pre-Christian and Early periences with this technique.

The Boston College Institute of
Adult Education, under the direction of Rev. John P. Rock, S.J., has
recently announced this year's
spring session schedule. The three
courses to be offered this session
include a Fine Arts lecture series,
a theology series, and a philosophy
series, will extend through April

Christian Ideals," and"The Medie-

val Spirit." The other three topics
in this series will pay particular
attention to the chronological evolution of art, specifically painting,

from the "Renaissance Humanism
of Raphael" through the "Revolt
of Modernism" as exemplified in
the paintings of El Greco, Rembrant, and Goya to the "Modern
Scene" as represented in the paintings of Monet, Rouault, and Dali.
For six consecutive Tuesday evenings from April 7 until May 12th,
Rev. James J. Casey, S.J., Professor of Theology will conduct a
series entitled "The Theology of
the Incarnate Word." These lectures, dealing with the redeeming
nature of Christ will be held in
Lyons Hall from 7:45 to 8:45 P.M.
Rev. Frederick J. Adelmann, S.J.,
chairman of the B.C. Philosophy

Students interested in applying for admission to the Jesuit
Province of New England
should make an appointment as
soon as it is conveniently possible with Rev. William Y. E.
Casey, S.J., Dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences.

department will conduct the third
series in the B.C. Adult Education
Spring Session
The philosophy
series to be held on Tuesday evenings from April 7th until May
12th in Lyons Hall, 9-10 A.M. The
series "The Philosophy of Knowledge and Truth" will treat of
the epistemological problem and
Thomism.
?

Summer schools used to be meccas for makeups. Today
they are becoming centers for collegians pursuing warmweather, free lance honors programs.
This year Boston College will offerfive

Summer Enrichment Courses
for ambitious undergraduates in the areas of Philosophy,
English, Comparative Literature, Art and Speech. Half tuition
rates to B.C. students with deans' approval. Information at
Central Office, Campion Hall

The Harvard Liberal Union Presents
an evening with
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T/ie Zaciy wants a Camel."

Tom Lehrer
Sanders Theatre Cambridge
To benefit The Program For Harvard College
Reserved Seats: $1.80 $2.40 $3.00
Harvard Cooperative Society?Harvard Square?Cambridge
Mail Orders: Tom Lehrer ?25 Huntington Aye. Boston 10
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Tansill Criticizes Past
U.S. Policies With Russia

Forewarning his audience in
Bapst Library Auditorium that
they might not agree with him,
Dr. Charles Tansill of Georgetown
University then proceeded to express his opinions of AmericaRussia relations from the eighteenth century up until the present
time. The recent lecture series
speaker, whose topic was "America Faces Russia," gave a brief
outline of the development and
change which Russian-American
relations have undergone since the
time of the American Revolution.
He traced the progressive worsening of relations between the two
countries, characterized by a sense
of duplicity on Russia's part and
a consistent pattern of gullibility

ment of Russia on March 15, 1917,
less than three hours after it had
been established, and our failures
in our military action against the
Bolshevik government in Siberia
in 1918-19 were major blunders.
In discussing our modern-day
relations with the Soviet Union

and the mistakes made with regard to these relations, Dr. Tansill
severely criticized our last three
presidents
Roosevelt, Truman,
and Eisenhower.
?

In recognizing the Communist

the Soviet Union,
Roosevelt, the speaker asserted,
firmly and eagerly grasped Josef
Stalin's hand, made bloody by the
murder of six million victims. Dr.
Tansill believed that Stalin had
on ours.
tricked us in World War II by picThe period immediately after turing Hitler, Mussolini, and Hiroour fight for independence, the hito as the main villains, while he
professor stated, was a time in himself was our chief foe.
Former President Truman was
which we strove for diplomatic
recognition by Russia. Relations criticized for his promotion of
between the two countries were Harry Dexter White, and especialalso cordial, so that in Aug. and ly for his appointment of General
Nov. of 1819, Czar Alexander I Marshall, who the professor said
asked the United States to join his "sold China down the river," to the
proposed Holy Alliance. Even dur- position of Secretary of State.
Our present President was
ing our Civil War Russia seemed
to be almost our ally. Unlike scored for not obtaining written
Britain and France she did not assurances for free access to Berconsider recognizing the Confed- lin while he was Commander-ineracy. In fact, Russia actually sent Chief of our armed forces in Eutwo fleets to America, one dock- rope. Dr. Tansill states that Presing at New York, the others at ident Truman had given General
San Francisco. Here, Dr. Tansill Eisenhower written instructions on
pointed out what he considered this point. President Eisenhower
the duplicity-gullibility complex was also strongly criticized for
which has colored much of our sub- impounding the Gaither report besequent dealings with the Soviet fore senators could view it, and
Union. Northerners thought that for minimizing the current Soviet
the fleets were there to support arms threat to our security.
them. On the contrary, Dr. Tansill
Concluding his address, Dr. Tanassert that the subjugated Poles sill called upon our leaders to
had revolted and Russia feared foster that courage and depth of
Britain and French intervention, vision necessary to enable them to
and consequently sent these two carry out the policy required to infleets to ports from which they sure our survival as a free nation.
could sail safely. The speaker also
mentioned that, in convincing
government of

Cyrano de Bergerac
Next Foreign Film

American Congressmen to appropriate the fund necessary for the
purchase of Alaska, the Russian
government paid out bribes
Nearing the end of a successful
amounting to $135,000.
Nevertheless, in spite of these season of fine film entertainment,
incidents, relations between the the B.C. Film Society will present
dc Bergerac" starring
two nations continued to be ami- "Cyrano
cable, until we acquired the Phil- Jose Ferrer and Mala Powers, this
ippines. Now the interests of the evening at 4, 6:30 and 8:30 P.M.
This magnificent production of
United States extended to the Far
East and began to clash with Rus- the famous Rostland Classic brings
sian interests there. Our interfer- to life the tragedy and comedy,
ence in the Russo-Japanese War pathos and passion, action and
adventure that have made "Cyraalso hastened the deterioration of
one of the great plays of all
friendly
the once
relations between no"
time.
us and the Russians. Our recognition of the provisional govern-

Beta Gamma Sigma
Holds April Reunion

.

Gavin to Attend Oxford
On Fulbright Fellowship
The International Education Exchange Service of the Department
of State recently announced that
Carney E. Gavin, Scholar of the
College, has been awarded a Fulbright Scholarship. Mr. Gavin, who
has compiled an outstanding scholastic record during his three
years at Boston College will study
the Classics at Jesus College, University of Oxford.
Fulbright Scholarships are
granted by the Board of Foreign
Scholarships which is appointed
by the President. This commission
works in conjunction with campus
Fulbrig-ht committees and the Institute of International Education.
The funds used to finance these
student exchanges are part of the
foreign currencies or credits owed
to or owned by the Treasury of
the United States. Under the present arrangement, American students awarded Fulbright grants
are given the choice of attending
universities in any one of twentyeight countries.
The International Education Exchange Program is designed to
better understanding of
the United States in other countries and to increase mutual understanding between this country
and the rest of the world. Reciprocal arrangements enable foreign
students to study at American universities.

promote a

Fine Arts Week

?Surf Rider? Takes First
Prize in Campus Art Show
David Plante, A&S '61, topped the
undergraduate entries for the second successive year in the Campus
Art Show, presented March 18-20
by the Stylus Editorial Board.
Plante won first place in undergraduate painting with his oil entitled: "Boy in a Red Shirt" and
first place in sculpture for a wood
carving, "Ima."
Honorable mention in undergraduate painting went to Pauline
Mcßrine, School of Nursing, Leo
Simmons, B.C. Intown School, and
Jan Hermans, A&S.

Fred Pratson, A&S '59, won
first place in undergraduate drawing with his sketch: "Harbor
Scene." Honorable mention went
to John Rossetti, A&S.
In the faculty division, Dr. Carlo
Flumiani, professor of finance in
CBA, won first place with his
painting, "Seascape.'' In the alumni
entries, first place in drawing was
won by Rose A. Brown with a pencil drawing, "Horses Rampant."
Miss Brown is a M.Ed. '56.
Best painting by an alumnus,
and best work in the show was
submitted by Francis Brow, '33,
an instructor of English at Hyde
Park High. His painting was entitled, "Surf Rider."
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Carole A. Ham, Sara Elizabeth
Welch, Maureen Agnes Nagle, Ruth
Ellen Colavecchio, Sheila M. Ryan,
Elaine Marie Guerra and Carol
Marion Bolduc.
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HOFBRAU

Onion Rings, French Fried Potatoes, Chef Salad, Rolls and Butter

Tenderized Veal Cutlets
Whipped Potatoes, Fresh

Peas,

Rolls and Butter

J

"Hallo! Just one for all?" expostulated Bathos incredulously.
mi

I
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Boiled Potato, Rolls and Butter

99^
99^
<
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I HAVE YOUR CAR
FOR A 1959 FORD OR A
GUARANTEED USED CAR
See BILL ELBERY, CBA '60

AT ELBERY MOTOR CO., INC.
360 RIVER ST., CAMBRIDGE
New England's No. 1 Ford Dealer in Sales
Call Me Xl 7-6949
Xl 7-3820

"No, all for one!" exclaimed the greedy Pathos,
snatching up the beer.
"En garde, Pathos!" murmured Altos, buckling his
swash and reaching for his foil.
"En garde, Pathos!" echoed
the noble Bathos.

99^

Sauerkraut or Knockwurst

"Let us retire to the antechambers!" his valiant
friends huzzahed. "Schaefer's got a smooth round
taste?never sharp, never flat."

\u26 6

5 minutes from the college)

Minute Sirloin Steak

saved! Let us go to my aunt's nearby castle, for rest
and Schaefer beer."

The gay blades were taking their ease in the great
banquet hall when Skip the Page entered, carrying
gleaming silver tankards and a single bottle of
Schaefer.

\u25bc
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theKing's Enemies like shish kebab upon his gleaming blade. Turning calmly, he watched Pathos and
Bathos wrestle the fiendish English archvillain, Lord
Half-Nelson, to the floor, and subdue him.

"Well done, rare comrades!" he shouted. "France is

+

Administration, addressed the
group and stated that the purpose
of the meeting was to promote a
"bond of unity" between the graduate and undergraduate members
of the society. Dr. White cited the
Psychology Department as having
such a bond with its graduates.
"Much can be gained by the undergraduate from such a bond,"
said Dr. White. An invitation was
extended to the alumni to keep
the Chapter posted on their careers
in the business world. Any helpful
information they could pass on to
the undergraduates in regard to
job opportunities in the future
would help to strengthen this bond.
A discussion period and a coffee
hour followed the business meeting, and many old acquaintances
were renewed. The meeting was
judged a success by all and the
hope was voiced that it might become an annual event on campus.

This was the fifth such trip made
by Boston College ROTC juniors.

"Touche, varlets!" cried Altos, skewering four of

(Continued from
prio, Joyce Mary Polanski, Charlotte Ann Fennessey, Rita Louise
Ailinger, Margaret Eleanor Fisher,
Ellen Marie Wedgeworth, Noreen
Margaret Buckley, Marcia Alma
Fenlon, Barbara Ann O'Keefe,
Anne Elizabeth Manning, Anne
Marie Hunt, Miriam Anne Sweeney,

Aye. (Just

From April 2nd to sth, three
Boston College ROTC cadets of
the class of 1960 attended the
United States Military Academy
at West Point, N.Y. The cadets
making the trip were the following: Paul D. Campenella, A&S;
Alvin E. Edmunds, CBA; and Joel
T. O'Brien, CBA; all considered
outstanding cadets. These men got
a taste of army life at West Point,
attending all formations with the
cadets and submitting to all Academy rules and regulations.

THREE

...
Page 1)

You'll Say!

1316 Commonwealth

Outstanding Cadets Go
To West Point Academy

/gay blades

Capping Ceremonies

A bore is "A person who talks when you wish him

OLD VIENNA

Daniel N. Dwyer, S.J., professor

of English in the School of Education; Miss Sheila McNally, instructor of Fine Arts in A&S; and
Mr. Richard Malany, assistant professor of English, A&S.

and Robert Churchville.

The Boston College chapter of
Talking about a meal won't do! Discover the pleasure of dining at \u25b2
Beta Gamma Sigma, the nation's \u26 6 Pieroni's
Restaurants! Luscious steaks, chops, and sea food, a
only scholarship honor society rec- A Moderate prices, too. And, when your family or date comes for a X
ognized by the American Associa- \u25b2 visit, make reservations at Pieroni's Hotel, 7 Park Square. Newly ]
tion of Collegiate Schools of Busi- X furnished air conditioned rooms with bath, radio, TV and maid
ness, held an Alumni Reunion on [ service. Suite arrangements. Reasonable rates. Author of the \u25bc
Sunday, April 5, 1959 in Fulton \u25bc quote: Ambrose Bierce.
4
Hall. This meeting, the first of its
PIERONI'S
Wash.
7
RESTAURANTS,
Sq.
601
St.
Park
kind held by the chapter, was the
result of a poll taken earlier in the
year which indicated that many of
the Alumni of Beta Gamma Sigma
desired a reunion. Plans were made
and the meeting was attended by
approximately fifty faculty, alumni and undergraduate members.
Dr. Donald J. White, Associate
Dean of the College of Business

About 38 entries were selected
for the show, which was attended
by 800. The Seminar Room in
Lyons Hall was turned into a museum gallery for the occasion.
Judges for the show were Rev.

...

(Continued from Page 1)
Bapst Library.
Admission to the Colum lecture
and to the Creston lecture and
concert is one dollar, with a special
price to students and faculty members if the tickets are purchased
beforehand. All other events are
open to the public without charge.
Committee for Fine Arts Week
includes Carney Gavin, Sam Blair,
Daniel Geagan, Edward Shaugh-

j Who Said It?

\u26 6
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"Save your steel for the
Cardinal's Guards, gentlemen," smiled a youth from
the doorway, "and answer
this riddle: What d'ya hear
in the best of circles?"
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"Schaefer all around!" chorused the impetuous
trio. "What is your name, 0 insolence?" asked Altos,
advancing on him.
"D. R. Tagnan," the youth responded proudly,
throwing open his cloak and revealing the six-pak
of Schaefer he carried. "Brave lad!" vociferated
the adventurous threesome. "Welcome to our
company!"
THE F.4M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, N.Y.
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By JOSEPH G.M. VIDOLI
FRIDAY, APRIL 10
Station WGBH-TV, Channel 2
9:00 The Last Continent: Antarctica. Work done
in the Antarctica for the International Geophysical
Year is shown, using film shot especially for this
series.
"DeTocqueville and his Phil, of History", P. Mayer,
Harvard University, 4:00 P.M.
"Clouds of Aristophanes", Harvard Classical Club,
Harvard University, 8:30 P.M.
"Cyrano Dc Bergerac", B.C. Film Society, 4, 6:30,
8:30 P.M.
SATURDAY, APRIL 11
WCRB AM 1330/FM 102.5
8:25 Boston Symphony Orchestra
Copland: Appalachian Spring: Suite
Copland: Tender Land: Suite
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ON THE HUSTINGS

The time for the beating of the political drums
is here. There are some new faces, but hardly a
trace of new ideas. This year's elections we fear,
will once again become entangled in the same lamentable conditions that have plagued us in the past.
We are speaking of the annual springtime diversion
of campus politics that seem to fall into a class with
rolling hoops over the lawns of Wellesley and the
more daring and imaginative game of jamming
thirty-two people into a telephone booth.
Approximately the same amount of intelligence
and maturity evidenced in the aforementionedevents
are displayed in our annual race for class representation. By this we do not refer to the candidates' personal qualifications and intelligence quotient, but rather, to the manner in which he is
elected, and to the electorate itself. The occasional
good men who successfully win office do so as much
by accident as by thoughtful consideration of the
candidate.
Elections, we fear, have consistently degenerated
into a mere popularity contest, with honors going
to appealing but unattainable promises. As in so
many instances in the past, once elected, our mellifluous and steam-driven campaigner soon tapers
into passivity, obviously economizing on his talents
and energy in anticipation of the momentous decision of holding the prom at Sywash Bay. But even
in this, some fail, miserably.
In the main, the fault lies partly with the candidate, partly with the administration, and partly
with the students.
The notion of intelligent class planning is apparently not grasped by our elected officials.
There exist on our campus a number of imperfections which lead to constant student aggravation, but, understandably, many of these escape the
notice of the administration. It is only from the
persistent efforts of our elected officials that they
will be brought to the attention of the college and
we hope, eventually eliminated.
In the past, certain elements of the administration have in part contributed to these problems by
treating student government as a whimsical device
for channeling student energy that might otherwise
be bothersome. We suggest a reconstruction of the
attitude of both students and faculty as a means of
improving future representation.
For the past two years, The Heights has tried
its best to place campus elections on a firmer footing, believing that student government should represent something more than a reward for personal
popularity and a recognition of camaraderie. Our
efforts at times have been stymied by the extreme
ineptitude of certain students who presume to run
for office and by a general lack of interest of campus
issues by the student body.
Perhaps we should be discouraged by this past
record. However, once again we intend to dedicate
ourselves to the election of capable and worthy

(Aaron Copland conducting)

Brahms: Piano Concerto No. 2 in B flat

..

.

By JACK McNEALY and BRENDA CROWLEY

ON CAMPUS
An innovation on the Boston College social scene takes place
tonight in the Foyer of Roberts Center when a Mixer will be held for
Freshmen and Sophomores. Pete Derba provides the music and the
price is $.75
Also tonight, the School of Nursing holds its Spring
Prom from 9 to 1 at the Sidney Hill Country Club
The BC Film
Society will present three performances of Cyrano de Bergerac, starring Jose Ferrer at 4, 6:30, and 8:30 in Campion 8.
The long awaited day of the Sophomores of the School Of Nursing
comes this Sunday. Capping ceremonies will be held at 3 P.M. at St.
Next Friday evening is the time of the annual
Ignatius Church
dramatic presentation of Le Cercle Francais. Two modern French
comedies will be produced at 8 P.M. $1. is the charge.
Wednesday night, April 22nd is a date of double importance. The
Senior Dinner Dance will be held at 8 P.M. at the Surf in Nantasket,
Also that night the Freshmen Nurses will serve a
$8. per couple
Spaghetti Supper at 7 P.M. at the Law School. Tickets are $1.50.
AT OUR NEIGHBORS
The Catherine Laboure School of Nursing presents its Spring
Musical Review and Variety Show, "Sing, Sing, Sing", tonight at
Lowell State Teachers College and tomorrow night at New England
Mutual Hall at 8:30 P.M.
There is a Sunday Afternoon Social April
12th at Regis Hall from 3 to 5. Members of the Junior and Senior
classes and Graduate students are invited
The Mt. St. Joseph
Academy Drama Club presents The Matchmakers, tonight, Sunday,
April 21 and 22nd are the
and Monday nights at the School Hall
dates of the St. Elizabeth's Minstrel Show.
AROUND TOWN
Don't miss the special exhibit at the Art Museum, Sculpture by
Picasso, showing through to April 15th
The Handel and Haydn
Society presents Verdi's Requiem at 8 P.M. Sunday evening in Symphony Hall
Get tickets now for the International Concert April 15
at Symphony Hall at 8:30. Charles Munch conducts the Boston Symphony Orchestra in a program of Mozart, Debussy, and Brahms.
ON THE THEATRICAL SCENE
Still receiving rave reviews from the critics is the new musical,
Destry Rides Again at the Shubert with Andy Griffith, Delores Gray,
Arthur Miller's play about witchcraft in Salem,
and Scott Brady
The Crucible, is playing at the Charles Playhouse on Warrenton Street
Graham Greene's Power and the Glory joins Six Characters in
Search of an Author, and The Importance of Being Earnest now part
A "delightful comedy with
of Repertory Boston at the Wilbur
music" is the billing for Fashion, opening at the Little Opera House.
Public Ticket Sale for the Metropolitan Opera's Boston engagement April 13-19th at the Boston Opera Ass'n Offices at 420 Boylston
Street.
MOVIES
Three popular books made into films are now playing in Boston:
Franz Werfel's Embezzled Heaven is at the Kenmore, John Steinbeck's
East Of Eden at the Brattle, and Compulsion, the story of the LoebLeopold murder case, opens today at the Gary.
NB
Next week is Fine Arts Week at B.C. One of the many highlights
is the performance of Foure's Requiem by the combined Emmanuel
and Boston College Glee Clubs at 8:30 P.M. Tuesday, April 14th in
Roberts Center. Admission is $1.
Ticket Booklets are now on sale for
Attention all Juniors
Junior Week, April 26 May 1. However, tickets for the Pops Concert
must be purchased separately. The deadline for this event is next
Wednesday and the cost ranges from $1. to $2.
NEWS NOTES
Congratulations to the newly engaged: Bill Driscoll (CBA) to
Florence Coughlin; Richard Driscoll (CBA) to Sylvia McCormick;
Richard Daley (CBA) to Eileen Pineau; and Elizabeth Moloney (Sch.
of Nursing) to Barry Kane (Law School).
Sport fans will be glad to hear that the Red Sox open their home
games next week. Spring must have arrived in Boston.
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student officers.
We therefore ask each candidate who successfully passes the primaries to submit a list of recognized campus activities and a statement of policy.
By policy we don't mean a simple expression of
general benevolence or an insipid laudation of the
glories of B.C. We mean a concise and specific list
of constructive and plausible suggestions for the

benefit of student government and university life.
We also intend to reserve the right to reject any
statement that appears to be mere political nonsense. We can only ask the student body to exercise
similar discretion at the polls, next Tuesday. A
campus newspaper can only do so much to the betterment of student government.
The real power of better representation lies in
the hands of the students. You can, if you chose to
consider broader issues, make an inestimable contribution to the campus. The choice is yours. We
have hope.
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(Rudolf Serkin, piano
Charles Munch, conducting)
New England Law Institute, B.C. Law School
SUNDAY, APRIL 12

Station WGBH-TV, Channel 2
2:00 Wisdom. A conversation with Father John
LaFarge, S.J., noted Catholic Theologian. Richard
Heffner, host.
5:30 Meeting of the Minds. Problems in Higher
Education and Teacher Training. Three Russian
and three American educators present educational
concepts in the two countries and the actual training received in their respective institutions.
WCRB-AM 1330/FM 102.5
8:05

Evening at Symphony

Handel: Organ Concerto, Op. 4 No. 6
Brahms: Tragic Overture
Turina: Sinfonia Sevillana
Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 6, "Pathetique"
Shostakovitch: Symphony No. 5, Op. 47.
"Constitutional Law and Local Law Suits." Robert
L. Carter, General Counsel, NAACP, Brandeis University, 8:00 P.M.
Padraic Colum, "The Poetry of the Irish Republic."
B.C. 4:00 P.M.
MONDAY, APRIL 13
Station WGBH-TV, Channel 2
9:00 Will Local Government Survive? A Series on
American Issues with leading Americans giving
alternative solutions to problems which face us
now and in the future.
WCRB AM 1330/FM 102.5
8:05 Evening at Symphony
Vivaldi: Oboe Concerto in F
Debussy: Jeux
Sibelius: Symphony No. 7 in C
Rachmaninoff: Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini
Strauss: Also Dprach Zarathustra
Schubert: Symphony No. 8, "Unfinished"
Stravinsky: Apollon Musagete

"Meteorites and Comets." Space Environment Symposium. Dr. F. L. Whipple, 4 P.M., M.I.T.
"Pre-Christian and Early Christian Ideals". (Apollo
to Christ) Ferdinand L. Rousseve, 8.C., 8:00 P.M.
Admission $1.
Exhibit. "Contemporary German Prints." B.C. 1-5 P.M.
TUESDAY, APRIL 14
Station WGBH-TV, Channel 2
9:00 Two Centuries of Symphony. Schubert and
Mendelssohn.
10:30 Briefing Session. A focus on foreign policy
and domestic issues. Edward W- Barrett, Columbia
University, moderator.
"The Theology of the Incarnate Word." (The Nature
and Redeeming Mission of Christ) Rev. James J.
Casey, S.J. 8.C., 7:45 P.M. Admission $1.
"The Philosophy of Knowledge and Truth." (The
Epistemological Problem and Thomism) Rev. Frederick J. Adelmann, S.J. 9:00 P.M., B.C.
Paul Crestbn. "My Creed as Composer." Emmanuel
and B.C. Glee Clubs with Orchestra, C. Alexander
Peloquin, conducting. Roberts Center. 8:30 P.M.,
B.C.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15, 1959
Station WGBH-TV, Channel 2
6:00 Continental Classroom: Nuclear Physics.?
"Beta and Gamma Rays." Harvey E. White, University of California, Lecturer.
8:00 Once upon a Japanese Time. Tanabata or the
Festival of the Stars. Takahiko Mikami.
10:00 Images, "Architect to Autocrats." 18th Century English Country Homes.
WCRB AM 1330/FM 102.5
8:30 Evening at the Opera
John Fisher
Bellini: I Puritani
THURSDAY, APRIL 16
Station WGBH-TV, Channel 2
7:45 Watch Your Language. Common Words From
Place Names. The exact meaning and use of English words are revealed through the study of picturesque word origins and changes in meanings.
9:30 New England Conservatory Concert. Verdi:
Excerpts from Falstaff. Boris Goldovsky.
WCRB AM 1330/FM 102.5
8:05 Evening at Symphony
Wagner: Die Feen: Overture
Haydn: Symphony No. 39 in G minor
Rimsky-Korsakov: Skazka, Op. 29
Smetana-Szell: From My Life
Larsson: Disguised God
Shostakovitch: Symphony No. 10
Agrell: Sinfonia in F
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By FRANK McCLELLAN

FACULTY PROFILE

"Ideally," he thinks, "education

Dr. Vincent A. McCrossen
As a teacher of comparative literature, Dr. McCrossen believes
that:
"The college professor of literature should not just do 'piddling'
research. He should also try his
hand at creative literature. From
college faculties we have much
too much of subjects such as:

would consist in the coming of
students to one's home for discussion. The next best ersatz?as free
discussion in class as possible, with
complete freedom of ideas urged
for discussion.This freedom for the
student to express himself outside
of routine channels is a very important matter for education."
Answering an objection that
while this discusion is possible in
the field of literature but in few
other fields, he adds:
"On the contrary, I do mean it
for terribly many fields. I think in
mechanical drawing there is plenty
of room for student freedom."
"Each professor is certainly
standing with his feet in certain
sources, certain springs; and what
bubbles out partakes of the water
in which he has so often bathed."
An author of eight books and
many articles, and the chairman
of the New England Association
of Teachers of Slavonic Languages,
he insists, "having bathed himself
in languages," that, "we cannot
forget the etymological basis of
words which often contains better
meanings than the way in which
we misuse them."
"What makes creative literature
so important is that it helps us to
get at life in parvo to make it
more understandable. Life has so
many facets. A literary work
treats one, up to several, of these
with clarity and intensity. Literature has a practical value in unifying one's speculation, and in
giving one some realization of how
complicated life is."
"A person has a sense of life,
sometimes, as an entangled skein,
messed up as a kitten would mess
up a ball of yarn. But what I, as a

-

New View of Situation

China

"They are veritable ascetics
completely involved in their work,
modest, patient, simple folk who
are paid ten times less than other
people and work ten times as hard."
Strange as it may seem to our
American minds, the above quota-

tion is a characterization of the
Chinese Communists. It is taken
from an interview with Han Suyin
which appeared in the Paris Newspaper, L'Express.
article was
entitled "What Europeans Cannot
See in China." Mme. Han, the widow of Chiang's aide-de-camp, is
doctor who directs a clinic in Singapore. She is definitely not a communist?she is a Catholic, and
every year since 1956 she has
returned behind the bamboo curtain to visit her parents in Peking.
Perhaps she is best known as the
author of the recent -test-seller,
A Many-Spendored Thing. In the
words of L'Express: "She lives in
her flesh and in her spirit the life
of two hostile worlds. Without
doubt, it is through Han Suyin that
we can best approach and understand the China of today."
Throughout her interview Mme.
Han insists on a recognition of the
differences between the Western
and Chinese mentalities. It seems
that lack of such distinction lies
at the basis of most of the misunderstanding of the Chinese Com-

"The Mutations in the Love-Life
of the Parasite on a Hog Louse
During the Vernal Equinox" or,
"The Matutino-Prandial Dactyllophagy of Montaigne," which is simply academese for "Why Montaigne Bit his Fingernails at
Breakfast."
He hastens to add that, "While
this is certainly no assault against
bona fide research, writings which
resemble the above are nothing
short of a prostitution of the Humanities. The professor of the
Humanities should try as much as
possible to awaken in the student
a sense of depth, breadth, vision,
Dear Sir:
and dedication to ideals. One way
In the issue of The Heights (sic.)
of accomplishing this is to encour- linguist by 'complications' mean,
for
March 6th Mr. Arlotto prereading
possible,
life,
as
are the patterns of
its "foldage as wide
to include Koestler, as well as Dos- ings together" (from the Latin sented his opinions relating to the
complico)."
formation of diplomatic relations
toevsky, for example."
between the government of the
United States and those of China
and the Vatican. In the case of
Vatican diplomatic relations I feel
this
By EDWARD McDONOUGH
group
of
is the collection of that Mr. Arlotto has overlooked
This article is the first in a se- funds for building the gym, Alum- the major point at issue. Before
ries which will be published in an ni Stadium, the hockey rink and attempting to discuss the formation
of diplomatic relations on the amattempt to stress the importance Campion Hall.
level, the U.S. Dept. of
bassadorial
of the Alumni Association. With
Often responsible for engineerthe cooperation of Mr. Thomas J. ing the collection of these funds is State naturally should investigate
Lane, '42, Director of Alumni Re- Mr. Walter G. Boudreau, '43, for- the benefit to our nation as a whole
new
lations and former B.C. baseball merly an outstanding B.C. athlete which would result from the
Why
Department
has
the
alliance.
player, we will try to show why and quarterback of the Orange
fit to send amthe Association is an integral part Bowl Team. He is the Executive of State not seen
to
San Marino,
Monaco,
bassadors
of the College and why it will ben- Secretary and Director of the
Obviously these 'counor
Andorra
?
to
Alumni
Boudreau
body
efit the student
become
Fund. Mr.
and
better acquainted with this organ- Mr. Lane are the two men most tries' are too insignificant, both
ization.
students would come in contact in size and in population, to directly
The
It probably comes as a surprise with in relations with the Alumni influence the world situation.
Vatican.
to
the
applies
same
to most people to learn that every Association.
To anyone who seriously studies
Unfortunately, students often
student who remains at Boston
College for one year is considered fail to realize the importance of the problem, it will soon be evident
an alumnus. All those who have re- the Association and the many ben- that the Vatican has been overrated
ceived honorary degrees from the efits that can be gained by sup- as a so-called 'listening post. Even
school are also among the twenty porting it. In the hope that we can news of recent trials of members
thousand living alumni.
contribute to a fuller knowledge of the hierarchy which one would
The Alumni Association, a full- on the part of the student body presume to be immediately known
fledged corporation, was estab- concerning the efforts of the Al- at the Vatican, arrived at the Holy
lished to "promote the interests of umni Association to help Boston See via the secular press. By the
Boston College, its students and College, we will continue to publish time information about specific
events in Europe arrives in Rome,
alumni." Governed by a board of this column.
of
The
approval
directors with the
Association is eager to usually it is too late to be of any
Father Rector, the Association is make itself more familiar to the use.
involved in numerous activities de- student body and would appreciate
signed to develop a better B. C. any suggestions as to how this can
Among the recent accomplishments be accomplished.
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DON'T MISS IT

5
Anthony Thomas Arlotto

Maybe Not So Bad

munists, their aims and their
methods. She points out that "the
Chinese have a mania for order
In China it is necessary to
think and act according to the law."
Thus she justifies the existence of
the communes as a result of a
Chinese passion "to be one of the
collective." She further states that
"it is the people who discipline and
censure themselves."
Although a Catholic, Mme. Han

...

feels perfectly justified in approv-

ing of the Communist regime. She
insists that it is a temporary
government whose main problem is
to feed six hundred million people.
'The preoccupation of this government is not God, but the hunger of
hundreds of millions of peasants."
Mme. Han openly admits that
there has been resistance to the
Communist regime. She reports that

after Mao gave his "hundred flowers" speech, there was a great deal
of criticism, much of it mere drumbeating from irresponsible Chinese
intellectuals. But, remarks Mme.
Han, they forgot that they were in
a Communist country which was
struggling to organize 600 million
people and not in Hyde Park. As
a result of this, the party was

without violence. They are conducted regularly to make sure that
the party and its members do not
get too isolated from the people.
This article is not to be construed as a unqualified agreement
with Han Suyin. Certainly, her
report of the goings on in China is
vastly different from what we read
in the American newspapers. Her
report, does, however, have one
enormous advantage over anything
else we can read which might be
written by western reporters or
missionaries. She is an Asiatic;
she, better than any Westerner, can
understand the Chinese mentality
and see why such and such an action of the Communists may not
be as horrible as it appears to us.
Everything she says is not to be
accepted as metaphysical truth.
However, the usefulness of Han
Suyin's article lies in the fact that
it gives another, and perhaps more
important view of an obscure situation. Perhaps this will tend to
destroy a pet chauvinistic idea
that "we're the good guys and
they're the bad guys." No situation
regarding international politics
could be so simple. We should,
through the eyes of Han Suyin and
others, try to understand the situation in China as it appears to the
Chinese, and then, and only then,
should we even attempt to pass

"purged."
In contradistinction to the purges
of Stalinist Russia, "purges" in the
Chinese party always take place judgement.

Letters
As most of us know, both the
United States and the Vatican are
vigorously engaged in the fight
against Communism. Since the two
governments are connected in this
aspect, any Vatican information
which would be valuable to the
United States could be just as easily sent to the American Embassy
in Rome as it could to a duplicate
Embassy at the Vatican. The American embassy is less than a ten

minute drive from the Vatican.
Why have two Embassys (sic),
which cost the United States taxpayers thousands of dollars to
support, when one could easily do
the job of both.
From an investigation of Mr.
Arlotto's views, it would seem that
the actual desire of a Vatican Ambassador is "foreign policy dictated
by the will of a vociferous minority"?a Catholic minority! If the
Vatican were so eager to share the
precious information it acquires,
it would not allow protocol to stand
in the way.

your paper. Despite the fact that
I have been away from the Heights
for four years now, I still seem
to look forward to each new addition of the College (excuse me, I'm

old fashioned: University) weekly,
in the same way as in my undergraduate days.
Particularly pleasing are the
multitude of distinguished speakers
whose presence, I am sure, contributes immeasurably to the "academic experience" that is college.
I noticed an article in the Friday,
March 6 edition, entitled "The Old
Bazoo", Let me state at the outset
I like criticism, indeed, my
acquaintances will testify that I
thrive upon it? However, I have
observed that the rest of the world,
i.e. the other fellow, generally
benefits very little from cynical
"dissection" while thought-out constructive criticism is almost universally welcomed. I heartily
applaud Mr. Higgins' piece of
writing.

..

.

In closing, let me say that Jerry
Fitzgibbons article (Heights, FebPeter K. Murphy, '59 ruary 27) entitled "People and

Sincerely,

Places" represents as fine a testimony for the "Junior year abroad"
as could possibly be found.
program
Dear Sir:
Let's
have
more of the same! !
Allow me to extend my conSincerely
yours,
gratulations to the consistent
quality of material presented in
Dick Carpenter, '55

FEATURES
POLICY

1. Features articles are solicited
from all undergraduates in the
University. Almost any view on
any topic of current interest is

acceptable.
2. Articles are chosen for publication on the basis of general
interest and intelligent presentation.
3. Humorous articles are also
welcomed.
4. Manuscripts may be left in
the Heights mailbox, room 202
SAB, at any time. They should be
marked "Features Department."
6. The features editor is available in the Heights office every
Tuesday afternoon between 3 and 5

to answer any questions from prospective writers.

"I told you tnese Student Unions never work out!"

(S\\e
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The picture of myself and a
few other foreign students in The
Heights' last issue (3/13/59) was
fine; my congratulations. However,
without an article of explanation,
it seemed to most readers meaningless and to me a distortion of
my purpose in attending. I came to
the tea sponsored by the Foreign
Student Committee of the Student
Council not to be among foreign
students or to have my picture
printed in The Heights but to show
my approval for the committee's
program and to lend my support to
its drive for funds.
I approve of it because I believe
in the same ideas Father Zeno
Vendler at the opening of the tea,
and also because I believe in the
possibility of a peaceful world?
a world full of differences yet
engaged in constructive competition
for the improvement of its inhabitants, not for their subjugation or
their destruction.
There are plenty of vital differences in various technical groups
or nations, and I do recognize them.
But I believe that most of these
groups hold common basic principles peaceful co-existence is possible. I also believe that these
differences can be peacefully solved
by those holding the same basic

WHATS TO BE DOME

What, therefore, can offer a
better chance for this mutual exchange of cultures than reciprocal
education?
Where can this education and
exchange better be made by those
who might in the future influence
the whole course of history than
at such institutions of learning as

I wonder, really, if I should propose a blanket excuse now as a
personal safeguard against any
false observations, generalities, or
unreasonable conclusions I may
make. As a youth of the time, one's
excuse is always one's age; and it
is, after all, as a youth that I
wish to speak. But, then, at nineteen, or twenty, or twenty-one,
one should not be concerned with
the necessity of making an excuse;
one just speaks. The reason for
doing so goes beyond self-consciousness; I rather think it's a
condition of our?the youth's?
age. The general concern this
condition has raised as a serious
and tedious problem for our critics
is indeed well recognized. I would
like to comment upon it.
I should like to say that it is
not of the typical college student
that I speak. I associate the concept of the type too closely with
that of the average man: he may
exist theoretically, but not actually. It is not of types that I
speak, but of the condition with

Boston College?
I believe that it is in the highest
of each of us that the world be
kept in peace by rightful means,
and that it is our most imperious
duty to hand to the next generation a better world.
I believe that education and the
exchanging of views are the most
practical means to promote in the
long run the world's peace and

improvement.

These are the reasons why I
went to the tea and supported the
committee's program.
Sincerely yours,
Pho Ba Hai, A&S, '60

Your prayers are requested
for the repose of the souls of:

the father

of

Dr.

which we are confronted.
It is only with a great deal of
self-conscious but outrageous gall
that I call upon the great unknowable and undefinable THEY? the
master gear concealed well in the
whirling, clacking works:
You tell us what to do, and demand
that we do it; then you plead for

Thomas

Owens, Boston College Philosophy Department; the grandfather of Robert L. Hazard, Jr.,
A&S '61; the father of Patrick
McLaughlin, CBA '62; and the

principles only through knowledge

father of Michael J. McCarthy,
A&S '62.

each others traditions and
through the mutual interests.
of

By DAVID PLANTE

NON-CONFORMITY ANALYZED

LETTER
Dear Sir:
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us to do what we wish, as our
uninhibited youth wishes to do:
Start your rebellions, your spring
riots; hang the flags and banners
of some new cause from your windows as brutal symbols of positive
action. But it means nothing, for
you've made sure that it cannot
be more than nothing. Your condescension? appals us. We would
rather that you oppose us, not
defeat us with your upper hand
of draft, organization, corporations,
even graduate schools. The only
meager security we know is in your
hands. And from where we stand,
it appears as though you are juggling it, balancing it recklessly
on the tip of your finger.
Again, I use my youth as an
excuse for slapping the weight of
my tense and complaining hand
against you with exaggerated
blame. I must, after all, blame
someone. But I do know, really,
that you have no control that you,
or your predecessors, have so built
up society that it has rather
gotten out of control. We must
administer to your draft systems,
your organizations. We must, for
in shattering them we leave ourselves open to complete destruction, we undermine that upon which
modern man has?even though

unwillingly?founded the only security he can be sure of. So you cannot stop; you cannot stop us.

THINKUSH
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English: CAMPUS TOUGH GUY
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TMnklish translation: This character belongs to the beat generation,
as any black-and-blue freshman can testify. When he cracks a book,
enc^s UP ?w0 P^eces His favorite subject: fistory. Favorite sport:

- Favorite cigarette?
**throwing his weight around.
Luckies, what else?

Puffing on the honest taste of fine tobacco, he's pleased as Punch. If
n s musc^e bounder a schooligan, bully for you!
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English: UNHAppY MARR|AQE

What's to be done with us; what
us no
none.
Can you criticize us, then, for
finally sacking some answer outside of what you teach? Can you
understand, then, our decreasing
interest in society and all it controls? If we show any interest in
world affairs it is out of the fear
that we shall be engulfed more,
and completely flushed out from
any contact with what we can be
sure of.
Our ultimate reaction against
standing voicelessly apart, watching cautiously, gulping down our
saliva while you strengthen the
gears that deny us our very freedom, is to ignore you. We are
tending toward that now. Some of
us do it with unmelodic music?
because this is an unmelodic age?
with senseless poetry meant to be
senseless, with unreasonableness
because we're tired of being reasonable. You might call this all
a phase; maybe so, but even phases
have reasons, have effects, and express something deep in the temperament of the time. We are
beginning to look for something
outside of society. But no one, of
course, realizes the pseudo-ness,
the essential artificiality of the
realities we are creating as we
do ourselves. We may not admit
it, but we know it. And it is not
the reality of cellar dives alone
that we create; we create also
the personal realities of our own
self-centered lives, as free from
institutionalized inhibition as possible. The terms we use to describe
this created freedom have become
trite and hackneyed with use: we
may try to find more original expressions but they all mean the
same finally: an almost desperate
attempt at "non-conformity."
We're pretending of course. But
there's nothing else we can do.
are we to do? You give
answers because you have

?

ELECTRIC TYPING
Professors and students commend my beautiful electric typing. Ph.D., Master and Honors theses;
Reports, Law Briefs, and manuscripts of all descriptions expertly typed. Fast, accurate service.
Excellent references. (Clip ad and save)
Call: Mrs. Allen?Hl 2-1561
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Visit, Phone, Write

CONTACT
) LENS

Sfie<U<ztc&U
77 SUMMER ST.
BOSTON
Liberty 2-1929

NEW ENGLAND'S
FASTEST GROWING
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT
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Take a word? celebration, for example.
With it; y° u can have a football rally
(yellebration),a gossipybridge party (teZZebration), or a clambake (shellebmtion).
That's
it's that easy!
,
, Thinklish-and

....
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w6 re paying $ZO tor the 1 ninklisn WOrCIS

judged best-your check is itching to go!
Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box
6ya Mt vem n n y. Enclose yoUr
name, address, university and class.
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Printers
MAIN OFFICE and PLANT
95 BRIDGE STREET, LOWELL
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Pawtucket, R. I.
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To '59 Football Season
Dear Baldy:
The late and great coach of Vale,
Herman Hickman, commenting on
Spring Practice, once remarked,
"it's a great time to pick the daisys." It's doubtful though, if head
football coach Mike Holovak was
thinking of any daisys last
Monday when he began his 9th
spring practice at Chestnut Hill.
For Mike, this year's session is
probably the most important. The
big fellow has a lot to accomplish.
To say he has his back to the wall
would be putting it mildly. Not
only is he entertaining two bowl
teams next fall (Navy, Pitt) but
'Ivy' Champs Dartmouth and the
West Pointers are almost certain
to be bowl bound. And although he
has twenty-one letterman returning, including Frank Casey, Johnny Amabile, Vinny Hogan, Frank
Robotti, Ross O'Hanley and Frank
Moretti, among the seniors departing are Don Allard, Jim Colclough,
Ed DeGraw, Jack Flanagan,
George Larkin, Al Miller and the
Bennett Brothers. And to put that
one extra straw over the camel's
back, this is the last year of his
current contract. Last fall his team
won seven and lost three. Even
then the "Bring back Frank
Leahy" campaigners went into
their act. Mike is still smiling
though, as he remarked: "The
1959 schedule is a stiff one, but
it's the type we prefer to play
here. It will be difficult to find
suitable replacements for the boys
who'll graduate, but there's a
strong and spirited group returning. So we'll hope for the best."
On the Freshman football scene,
Emerson Dickie is replacing Lou

accepted the position of

Head
Athletic Director at
B.C.H. He'll have far from an
easy time though. The Eaglet
athletic situation has been taking
a turn for the worse since the loss
of Charlie McCoy. With typical
Worden frankness, he remarked to
Father Gildea, Rector of 8.C.H.,
"You produce the thinkers Father,
Coach and

JOHN FLANAGAN
B.C. End to Chicago Cards
and I'll produce the thumpers."
Best bet, a combination of the two.
Congratulations also, to Charlie
Harvey, Publicity Director here at
B.C. who originated an award to
be presented annually to the person doing the most for collegiate
hockey in the New England area.
The first recipient, Leonard M.
Fowle, collegiate hockey writer for
the Boston Globe.
Football Again!
Those who hold that N.E. Foot-

ball is inferior to that played in
the South or Mid West, might do
well to check the number of N.E.
players drafted by the pro teams.
With the recent signing of Jack
Flanagan by the Chicago Cardinals, about five from B.C. alone
will be stepping into the play for
pay ranks next year.
And finally Coach Bill Gilligan,
Capt. Jack Dempsey and the track
team take notice:
Bill Alley, Kansas University
(Heights Photo by Ed Hurley, Sr.)
Junior, who holds the collegiate
of the B.C. Ski Team who participated in the Walter
Members
javelin record, has a strange as- Foley Trophy
Race at Killington Basin March 14-15 are left to right,
sortment of practice gear: a 10- Ed
Hurley (better known as 110.3), Joe Hayward, Fred Williams,
sledge
-pound
hammer, 40 penny Charlie Grinnell, Tom Gallagher, who was top man for 8.C., and Ed
nails, an axe, a 12-pound shot, Hart. The team will close out the season
with a trip to Tuckerman's
golf balls and hand grenades. He Ravine on April 25-26.
pounds the nails into trees with
an overhand swing 20 minutes a
day, chops wood, hurls golf balls
which he says have "enough density to give you weight for speed
work," and throws grenades for
distant practice.
"A grenade weighs three pounds.
A javelin weighs almost half,
which leads me to believe it can
be thrown 300 feet," he says. He
did 270 ft. 1% in. two weeks ago.

Two Eagles
On AS Team

Alumni Field at first

Further laurels were added to
Dino Martin's crew last week with
the election of Captain George
Giersch and Jack Magee to the
Catholic College all American
Basketball Team. The announcement from Arthur. Daley in his

Florio, who leaves to enter the
Sporting Goods Business. Lou, if
you remember, had the honor of
conducting B.C.'s first 'football
seminar' a while back at the McHugh Forum. Dickie, though, is
ApriL
NOW
no stranger to B.C. A graduate of
DASE
ME
Maiden High, he was a three year AROUND
letterman at the defensive end and
PeLLagr/ni
position and once in a while found
himself on the receiving end of
opt JM is
Billy Donlon's long passes.
Tennis At Alumni Field?
Probably the most interesting
idea around town this week was
that favoring Tennis' Davis Cup
Challenge Round to take place at
B.C.'s Alumni Field. "It was considered," reports Harrison Rowbotham, N.E. Lawn Tennis Assn.
president, "We didn't advertize
the idea, but the authorities at
B.C. were willing."
Giersch Again!
If any awards for versatility
are passed out this year, George
Giersch will certainly be in for his
share of the prize. No sooner had
the '58-59 basketball captain hung
up his shorts and said goodbye to
Dino Martin, then across the lockerroom hall he went to take glove
in hand and say hello to Eddie
Pelligrini. Seems George, with a
5-4 record last year, is also a
pretty fair pitcher.
Asked to comment on his team's
future, baseball coach Eddie Pelligrini was more than optimistic.
"We're certainly going to be a
better team this year. There are

practice

of season

New York column "Sports of the
Times" disclosed that the two had
been chosen by a Board of top
Catholic College Coaches across
the country, including Holy Cross'
Roy Leenig.
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Millions of times a year
drivers and students keep
awake with safe NoDoz

several really promising ballplayers and although the loss of little
Eddie Densmore and Art Taggart
will be felt, there's no reason why,
barring injuries of course, we can't
have one of the top outfits in the

Let NoDoz®alert you
through college, too

East."
Asked to comment on his old
friends the Red Sox Eddie just
laughed and said, "I think we're
in better shape than they are!"
SOCCER CIRCLES: Manuel Gonzales, commenting on the United
Press report that the Naple Soccer Team last Saturday heading
for the shower after tying a team
near the bottom of the division
had to dodge a hail of stones

NoDoz keeps you alert with caffeine?the same pleasant stimulant you enjoy in coffee. Faster, handier, more reliable: non-

ajjll

thrown by angry Neopolitan fans,

could only deride B.C. fans for
their complacency. "If we had such
spirit around here,'' said Manuel,
no B.C. team would even come
close to losing a game!"
Congrats Dept.
Congratulations to Neil Worden,
former B.C. assistant coach who
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habit-forming NoDoz delivers an
accurate amount of dependable
stimulation to keep your mind
and body alert during study and
exams until you can rest or sleep.

P. S. : When you need NoDoz,
it'll probably be late. Play safe.

Keep a supply handy.
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Hockey Team
Fools Critics

High Hopes for

Outdoor Season
right at the top of the New Eng-

By PHIL LANGAN

With a combined 11-2 record in
cross country and indoor track
this year, B.C. will inaugurate
their outdoor season tomorrow
with a triangular meet against U.
of Mass and Brandeis. The Eagles,
who have enjoyed their best season in a decade, have an excellent
chance to improve on their current streak. Coach Bill Gilligan
rates his forces strong in the distance and middle distance events
but is admittedly weak in the
weights department. As far as the
freshman go, Bill looks for an improved season in all events.
O'Leary Tops
The B.C. Varsity which always

has a solid nucleus of distance
men, will again have few peers.
Bob O'Leary will hold down the
fort in the mile and half mile,
while John Joyce besides dabbling
in the mile, will compete in the
two mile along with the capable
Jack Hurley and John Ryan.
One Defeat
O'Leary, who suffered defeatbut
once in the cross country season,
has shown steady improvement in every meet. Besides running for Junior Class President,
and maintaining a Dean's List
average, Bob has placed himself

land distance runners.
The Middle distances should be
well taken care of by Ed Quinn,
O'Leary, Dick O'Brien, Jack McNamara and Dick O'Shaughnessy.
Quinn and O'Shaughnessy have
been a big factor in the excellent
Eagle record this year.
Falla and Barry Promise
In the dashes Dick Falla and
Larry Barry should bring home
a few points.
Larry will compete along with
Capt. Jack Dempsey in the Weight
events. Dempsey's status is uncertain, however, since he injured his
leg during the Spring vacation.
Should the agile captain be sidelined, the Eagles' point totals
could suffer.
The Freshman distance events
should suffer little with the likes
of Dick Hogan and Jim Duff, who
have been spotlighting point-scores
for B.C. all year long.
The Dashes will be handled by
Jim Boyle and Dick Collins while
Dick Beckerer and Don Rossi
should be more than competent in
the middle distances. The lack of
Weight men in the Frosh groups
could cost these athletes quite a
few victories. It seems to be a
waste of talent when freshman like

Jack Kirouac, and Dick Blomberg
stay away from the track room
lockers. These brawny boys would
be more than welcome.
TRACK TALK: the forecast for
tomorrow is fair and warmer, and
with a close meet predicted at one
o'clock in Alumni Stadium (ye
olde one). There should be no excuse for a poor crowd. I doubt if
fifty students have ever seen Bob
O'Leary, Ed Quinn, or John Joyce
perform. The competition will be
good and it should prove the worth
of the current outdoor craze.
When the U.S.A. takes on the
Russians in the two day meet at
Philadelphia, six greater Boston
athletes will be competing for this
country: John Thomas, Ed Collymore, Charlie Jenkins, Phil Davis,
Harold Connoly (8.C.) and Al
Hall. This sextet is representative
of the excellent material in this
neck of the woods. With lack of
frosh facilities, however, most of
the boys wither away into obscurity.

It wouldn't be too presumptuous
to assert that triple the above
talented six could be in Philadel-

phia during this meet if the local

universities took a little interest
in a great sport, with a greater

future.

By PHIL LANGAN
Climaxed by a superlative effort in the N.C.A.A. tourney at
Troy, the Eagle hockey team
wound up one of the best years in
Snooks Kelley's reign. Picked for

with a 10-5 thumping of R.P.I.
The Eagles pilfered two of three
in the Christmas tourney edging
Providence and Northeastern and
dropping a 6-0 decision to Michigan State.
The home forces took seven of
their next nine as Dartmouth
(4-3) and B.U. (5-1) spoiled the
streak.
The big game of the season had
the Eagles and B.U. meeting in the
Beanpot final at the Garden before the largest college hockey
crowd in ten years. The Eagles
with Jim Logue, Red Martin, and
Joe Jangro leading the way built
up a quick 4-0 lead and coasted to
a final 7-4 victory.
Although B.C. was shut out on
their New York tour by R.P.1., St.

Lawrence,
JACK CUSACK
in the BC attack
no better than fourth by Eastern
prognostrators, BC roared through
"58-59" campaign with a 20-8
overall record (including playoffs)
B.C. romped in their first five
games; the victims included an
overrated Providence sextet, along
with St. Lawrence (6-5), and
Brown (3-2).
Clarkson provided the first setback of the campaign, via a 6-2
count but Snook's squad rebounded
A big man

and Clarkson, they rebounded against 8.U., Providence,
and Dartmouth to sew up another
N.C.A.A. tourney spot.
B.C. was a solid underdog, and
although they lost to a "superior"
Michigan State team, the loss
could easily be reversed had not a
B.C. goal been called back. The
next afternoon the Eagles copped
the Eastern Championship with a
double overtime 7-6 victory over
St. Lawrence.
A fitting end to the season came
with the election of Snooks Kelley
as coach of the year. The congenial little Irishman, who undoubtedly did the greatest job of the
year, taking a group of promising
local boys and turning them into
the best "American" team in the

country.

EUROPE

Dublin to the Iron Curtain; Africa to
Sweden. You're accompanied
not
herded around. College age only. Also
short trips.
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
255 Sequoia (Box 2) Pasadena, Cal.
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left to lower Roller
Combs as beard gets
tougher, grows longer;
and to trim sideburns.

right to

Roll-A-Matic shaving obsoletesthem all! A single fabulcus shaver now adjusts to solve every shaving problem
from your
first shave on, all through life no matter how
J
your beard or skin may change.

-\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

raise Roller
Combs when skin feels
more tender, and for
"teenage skin."

-

Secret's in Remington's exclusive Roller Combs. They
made Remington America's biggest selling shaver roll
skin down, comb whiskers up to reach your Hidden
Beard: whisker bases below ordinary shaving level.
?
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unlimited settincs
for every
in between
man's personal shaying

needs.

Now, they adjust, fit any face ?while 6 diamond-honed
cutters in the largest live shaving area of all give you
faster, closer shaves that last hours longer. So get the
tn you
vnu alt
that aajusts
arlinsts to
all vnnr
lire?Kemingion S
oril y chavpr
snaver tnai
your lifp?Rpminornn's
Roll-A-Matic Shaver. At your campus Remington dealer,
or any jewelry, drug, department or appliance store.

Over 40% more men now buy Remington

than the second ranking electric shaver

Wmmtmmt ¥Zb&cfrLa Shrtivr, Division of Sperry Rand

in Boston
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Boston.

Special

STUDENT

WEEKEND

RATES

Single with running water.
Single with bath

Triple

REMINGTON ROLLA MATIC
Product of MtlemnMnmr&n*.

students
headquarters

Double-bedded rooms
Twin-bedded roooj..._________..

NEW I ADJUSTABLE

CLbul Xlv wHAV tK

favorite

Centrally located near Kenmoro
Square in Boston
convenient to
rail depots...airports... and rapid
subway service to all parts of the city.
Special Somersetfacilities for theatre
tickets, and other special events in
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HOTEL

Corporation, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut

Watch TV's No. 1 show "Gunsmoke" on the CBS TV Network.

53.75
H.25
54.00
J4.90
J4JI

(Per Person)
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400 Commonwealth Avenue
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Martinmen

Surprise;
Top Cross and B.U.
which went to the N.C.A.A. regional finals. The team high for
the season was 98 points in the
Providence Tournament; the low,
44, against Providence. Their best
defensive effort was in holding
Northeastern to 38 points. The
team averaged 71 points a game.
NIT semi-finalist, 51-49. The sea- They allowed on the average 64
son was dimmed, however, by the points. The leading scorer was
Jack Magee with 333 points. The
top rebounderwas Captain Giersch.
By PAUL MUNSEY
Big time basketball on a full
time basis was the aim of the B.C.
Eagles, and, they made their mark.
The season was highlighted by upset victories over Holy Cross 72-63
in the dedication game at Roberts
Center, and over Providence, the

By PHIL LANGAN

Sports Editor

In the little hamlet of Troy, New York some four weeks ago, John
"Snooks" Kelley sent a group of underrated athletes out of the ice for
the semi-final game of the N.C.A.A. hockey tourney. His home-bred
collegians were rated No. 4 in the four team meeting and the same
critics who had the Eagles mired in the cellar in their presumptuous
choosings in late September, predicted a five goal lacing at the hands
of Michigan State for our hometown heroes. Two hours later B. C.
dropped a tough 4-3 decision, had a goal called back, and for the second
time had embarrassed the all-knowing critics. Less than twenty-four
hours, the locals edged St. Lawrence, 7-6, for the Eastern Championship. This tournament performance brought out the fact that U.S.
citizens can skate on a par with their Canadian neighbors. The B.C.
boys are all local products while the powerful sixes of Michigan State,
North Dakota, and St. Lawrence are laden with Canadiens. It seems
the domination of the unbeatable western teams, with their hosts of
Queen's subjects, is at an end.
Three days after the tournament, the U.S. hockey coaches unanimously selected Snooks Kelley coach of the year and let us hope
that in the next world hockey affair, Snooks is on the bench. In the
words of a mystified "critic," he did an unbelievable job.
On the subject of hockey, the name of Joe Jangro is a favorite
topic nowadays. "Little Joe" was selected to the "all tournament"
team in Troy, and was also named to the All East six this past week.
Weighing no more than 150 soaking wet, Jangro was the hard tack
for B.C. throughout the year. His bullet like checks on Bob Marquis,
limited the talented Frenchman to one goal in two games against his
Commonwealth Aye. neighbors. Jangro could be likened to Doug Mohns
of the Bruins inasmuch as both he and Dougie started as wings and
when the defense corps was depleted were moved back to the blue line
and became all stars. Jangro's work, along with the play of Red
Martin, Jim Logue, and the whole Eagle team seems to make the continual ridicule of American hockey players by John Peirson of the

yr

CHUCK CHEVALIER

loss of Kevin Loughery and Frank
MeArdle.
Other outstanding features of
the season included a 78-71 victory
over Syracuse, which was called
the team's greatest victory by
Coach Martin; the shutout scored
against Detroit 14-0 in overtime,
with a final score of 76-62, and
55-54 over cross-town rival 8.U.,
eight years have gained respect
for college basketball, a respect it
has always maintained.

....

SHORT STUFF
Joe Morgan (B.C. "52") is still
on the Braves roster at Spring
training. Joe has a good chance to
stick as an infielder. Fred Haney
rates him one of the three best
rookies in camp.
Jack Flanagan who performed
uncanny feats at end for B.C. this
year, has been drafted by the
Chicago Cards of the N.F.L. Along
with Jack, Don Allard, Jim Colclough, and Alan Miller are headed
for the professional ranks.
If anyone happens to remember
radio and especially those who still
have them, I recommend Station
WEZE at 7:05 P.M. Mondays thru
Fridays. Sportsmaster Joe Molone
is running a contest for the best
and worst sports writer in Boston. I want to thank the one loyal
man who voted for me despite the
fact that he thinks I'm the worst.

Bruins look ridiculous.
SONGIN STARS
Ed Butch Songin, who captained B.C.'s 1949 Hockey Champs, was
a big gun in the Brockton Wetzell's attack that netted the shoemakers
the U.S. Amateur Hockey crown. It seems that Ed mellows with age,
and his performance in the tourney at Green Bay proves it. Besides
blasting in four goals on power plays, he managed to break up four
two-on-one breaks in the last two games.
FROSH NINE?
One perplexing problem that is constantly being discussed by
many baseball observers, is the omission of a Freshman team at B. C.
The waste of material is frightening. Charlie Bunker, who led the
McCormack club to the finals of the Park League Championship last
year will pine away the whole of this season. Fred Milton, who two
years ago possessed as much pitching talent as any present B. C.
thrower, wilted away through inactivity, and finally lost interest.
The answer to this waste can be found in a freshman team or the
allowance of Freshmen in the varsity team.
BASKETBALL TOURNEY
It was announced this past week that Dartmouth would play in
the Christmas tourney at New
York. The cash proceeds of this
show are enormous, and this fact
sets one to wondering why B.C.
doesn't hold a tourney in their
spanking new gym, or collaborate
B. C. LAW
APRIL 17
with B.U. and Holy Cross in bringRESERVE NOW-SPECIAL LOW PRICES
ing five or six major squads into
the garden. With the progress the
NEW BLUE-BLACK TUXEDOS
New England teams have made,
top fives such as N.Y.U., Wake
CAPITOL FORMAL SHOP
Forest, Fordham, and Villanova,
added to 8.C., 8.U., Holy Cross
1357 Commonwealth Aye.
Phone AL 4-2770
and Providence could swell the
garden to its maximum of 13,909.
Allston, Mass. 7 Minutes from Lake St.
Also a four team tournament at
spell
Roberts Center would
dollars
and added national prestige for
B.C.
The comeback of college basketball in the past eight years has
wiped out the black stain of the
fix scandals of '50-'5l. Most of the
papers were continually pounding
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the biggest crowd attraction in the
New White Summer Formals
U.S. after a few unworthy and immature gentlemen fell prey to
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smooth talk and dollar signs.
Major powers such as C.C.N.Y.,
Long Island, Bradley, and Kentucky almost lost twenty years of
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hard work and promotion, and ColAllston, Mass. 7 Minutes from Lake St.
lege Basketball faced an early funeral. In the next two years, however, a few loyal scribes and the
innocent college coaches convinced
the public that the game shouldn't
be judged on the actions of a few
'bad apples.' Since that time, the
game has grown faster than ever,
Reserve Now Special Low Prices
mostly through the efforts of the
aforementioned writers, coaches,
New White Summer Formals
and the average college athlete.
also
Bold Red?Powder Blue
The college athlete, who 99% of
the time plays his heart out
whether he's winning or losing,
and thus is able to draw standing
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room only crowds. Few people
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realize that only fifteen "athletes"
succumbed to the "fix" the past
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The big playmaker was Chuck
Chevalier. Leaving are Jack Magee,
George Giersch, Barry McGrath,

Jim Power, and Bob Lathany. Returning next year are Chuck Chevalier, Frank Quinn and captainelect Jack Schoppmeyer. The prospects for next year look bright because of the powerful freshman
team. The final record of this year
was a respectable 17-9. Here's
hoping for improvement next year.

(By the Author of" Rally Round theFlag, Boys!" and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE CARE AND FEEDING OF ROOM-MATES
Room-mates are not only heaps of fun, but they are also very
educational, for the proper study of mankind is man, and there
is no better way to learn the dreams and drives of another man
than to share aroom with him.
This being the case, it is wise not to keep the same roommate too long, because the more room-mates you have, the
more you will know about the dreams and drives of your

fellow man. So try to change room-mates as often as you can.

A recent study made by Sigafoos of Princeton shows that the

best interval for changingroom-mates is every four hours.
How do you choose a room-mate? Most counselors agree
that the most important thing to look for in room-mates is that
theybe people of regular habits. This, I say, is arrant nonsense.
What if one of their regular habits happens to be beating a
Chinese gong from midnight to dawn? Or growing cultures in
your tooth glass? Or reciting the Articles of War?

Regular habits, my foot! The most important quality in a
room-mate is that he should be exactly your size. Otherwise
you will have to have his clothes altered to fit you, which can
be a considerable nuisance. In fact, it is sometimes flatly impossible. I recollect one time I roomed with a man named
OsageTremblatt who was just under seven feet tall and weighed
nearly four hundred pounds. There wasn't a blessed thing I
could use in his entire wardrobe?until one night when I was
invited to a masquerade party. I cut one leg off a pair of Tremblatt's trousers, jumped into it, sewed up both ends, and went
to the party as a bolster. I tooksecond prize. First prize went
to a girl named Antenna Radnitz who poured molasses over
her head and went as a candied apple.
But I digress. Let us turn back to the qualities that make
desirableroom-mates. Not the least of these is the cigarettes
they smoke. When we bum cigarettes, do we want them to be
shoddy and nondescript? Certainly not! We want them to be
distinguished, gentlyreared, zestful and zingy. And what cigarette is distinguished, gently reared, zestful and zingy? Why,
Philip Morris, of corris! Any further questions?
To go on. In selecting aroom-mate, find someone who will
wear well, whom you'd like to keep as a permanent friend.
Many of history's great friendships first started in college. Are
you aware, for example, of the remarkable fact that Johnson
and Boswell were room-mates at Oxford in 1712? What makes
this fact so remarkable is that in 1712 Johnson was only three
years old and Boswell had not yet been born. But, of course,
children matured earlier in those days. Take Mozart, who
wrote his first symphony at four. Or Titian, who painted his
first masterpiece at five. Or Hanso Felbgung, who was in many
ways the most remarkableof all; he was appointedchief of the
Copenhagen police department at the age of six!
It must be admitted, however, that he did badly. Criminals
roamed the city, robbing and looting at will. They knew little
Hanso would never pursue them?he was not allowed to cross
the street.
?

?

?

If you are allowed to cross the street, hie yourself to a tobacconist and stock up on Philip Morris, outstandingamong
non-filter cigarettes, or Marlboro, the Alter cigarette with
better "makin's." Pick yourpleasure.
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$60,000 at Disposal of Students
Aquinas Today,
IBM Tomorrow

National Defense Funds
Still Available to BC?ers

The Heights wishes to voice its
official lament on the passing of
G-100. The antediluvian, muralcrowned hall, so lately a serene
reserve of study, now becomes the
tile-floored, fluorescent lit Treasurer's office.
No longer shall its walls echo
the impassioned cries of examination proctors. Never again shall
the eleventh hour crammer find it
a vacant locale for his frantic assault on the walls of knowledge.
The old G-100 is now one with
Pompeii, the Holy Roman Empire,
and the St. Louis Browns. IBM
rules where once Aquinas trod.

Although it sounds incredible,
there is a fund of $60,000 here at
Boston College which seems to hold
no interest for students of the college. We are referring to the National Defense Student Loan Fund.
The office of the Director of Admissions has notified The Heights
that this fund must be made use
of before September 1959. Applications are now available at the Director's office; the Director has
assured us that all applications
will be processed immediately.
Loans to students may be applied
to this semester's tuition bill.
In applying for these loans the

Vale!

Prize Debate
Topic Announced
Marketing Club
French Contest Attends Conclave
Junior Wins

The Boston College Chess Club
announces that it will play a match
against the chess team of St.
Peter's College, New Jersey, tomorrow in Lyons Senior Lounge.
Later the team will travel to
Fordham.

In the March 13th issue, The
Heights mistakenly announced
that Woodrow Wilson Fellowship winner John Tobin was a
student in A&S. Mr. Tobin is
a senior in the School of Edu-

cation.

foreign languages.
An eligible student who has es-

tablished need for

a

loan may bor-

$1000 in one year and a
maximum of $5000 during the en-

row up to

tire period of

higher

education.

Noted Oxford Scholar
Lectures at Bapst

The Boston College Debating So(Photo by John F. Ruck)
ciety today announced plans for
Rev. Bernard J. Basset, S.J., suand
Come
Agnes
the Medal Prize Debate to be held
Cumm
Bill Geehan in "Won't You
Home Bill Bailey" perior
of Southwell House in
at Minstrel Show sponsored by Intown School April 1.
the evening of May Bth, at 8:00.
London, will deliver a lecture on
The evening's subject will be:
"The Responsibilities of a Lay
"Can a Catholic attain the Presidency in Present day America?"
Participants will be announced
later.

Chess Club
Meets St. Peter?s

students of the College are reminded that special consideration
will be given to students with a
superior academic background who
express a desire to teach in elementary or secondary schools, and
to students whose academic background indicates a superior capacity or preparation in science, mathematics, engineering, or modern

Paul Desaulniers, A&S '60, was
awarded first prize in the regional
spoken French competition sponsored by the American Association
of Teachers of French. Over thirtyfive contestants from major universities in the Greater New England area participated in the contest held at Tufts. Desaulnier's
prize consists of a full scholarship
to Middlebury College Summer
School Language Institute.
This is the second year in succession that Boston College has
taken first prize. Last year's winner was John D. Nickrosz, A&S

The Boston College Marketing
Club will attend the eighth annual
Collegiate Marketing Conference
of Boston on Wednesday and
Thursday, April 15th and 16th,
1959, at Boston University. Bay D.
Estes, Vice President of Marketing, U.S. Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is guest
speaker at the conference.
This, the largest conference of
its kind in the United States, was
founded several years ago by
business students in the Boston
area. Other schools included in this
conference are: Boston University,
the host school, Merrimack College,
Suffolk University, Northeastern
University, and Dean Junior College.

'60.

Apostle", Wednesday, April 15, at
8 P.M. in Bapst Auditorium. Ad-

mission is one dollar.
Presented by the New England
Sodality Secretariate, the lecture
is Fr. Basset's first appearance in
this country in a planned lecture
series.
Fr. Basset is a graduate of
Stonyhurst and Oxford University,
where he took two First Honors
in Modern History. As a result of
his association with the Royal Air
Force Leadership Courses during
World War 11, he played a key
part in the founding of the Marian
Catholic Action Cell Movement, a
lay apostolate body.

Fr. Basset has written a column
in The Catholic Herald, a national
English paper, for eleven years.
Through this column he pioneered
and has been successful in making
English Christian opinion more
vocal. He has two published books,
and a third will be published in
REV. BERNARD J. BASSET, S.J this country in May.

THERE'S AN IMPORTANT FUTURE AHEAD FOR THE MEN
WHO WEAR THESE

WlNGS^^^^^^^^^^

The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of many talents. He is, first of all,
a master of the skies?and no finer exists. In addition, he has a firm background in astro-navigation,electronics, engineering and allied fields. Then,
too, he must show outstanding qualities of leadership, initiative and selfreliance. In short, he is a man eminently prepared for an important future
in the new Age of Space. Find out today if you can qualify as an Air Force
pilot or navigator. Paste the attached coupon on apostal cardand mail it now.

U.S.

GRADUATE THEN FLY

AIR FORCE AVIATION

CADET

PROGRAM

-

mail this coupon today

Aviation Cadet Information, Dept. A-94
Box 7608, Washington 4, D. C.
Please send me details on my opportunities as an Aviation Cadet in the U. S. Air
Force. I am a U.S. citizen, between the ages of 19 and 26% and a resident of the
U S or P° ssessions J am interested in D Pilot D Navigator training,
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